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energy calculated via weak coupling perturbation theory captures reasonably well the

binding energy at intermediate coupling. Apossible extension of the weak coupling

expansion to larger clusters is discussed.

Dispersion of Low-lying Excitaions in Half-fi I led and Doped 10 Hubbard Model

1. Introduction

Excited states as well as ground state of strongly correlated electron syst~ms have

been a subject of intense study in connection with electron mechanisms of the high Tc

superconductivity. In one-dimensional(lD) systems one can provide exact results as

contrasted with higher dimensional cases in which one has to make such approximations

as the strong interaction 1imi 1. The exact solution for one class of exci tations in 10

was first deriveq from the Bethe-ansa~z solution by des Cloizeaux and Pearson (des

Cloizeaux and Pearson 196~ see also Yamada 1969, Faddeev and Takhtajan 1986) for the

Heisenberg antiferromagne1. This has been extended to the Hubbard model for the half

filled band (Ovchinikov 1970, Takahashi 1969,1970, Woynarovich 1982) and quarter-filled

band (Call 1974). The U=oo case (Woynarovich 1982, Ogata and Shiba 1990), where U is

the Hubbard interaction, and the finite-size effect by conformal field theory

(Woynarovich 1989) have also been studied.

In the present study we have numerically obtained the low-lying excitations for single

hole and two-hole states as well as for the half-filled band for various values of U

ranging 0 <U <00.

Here the points of interest are the followings:

(i) How does the dispersion of low-lying excitation modes change as one goes from U=

o (free electron) to U=oo (Heisenberg antiferromagnet).

(ll) Although Nagaoka's theorem (Nagaoka 196~ see also Tasaki 1990)does not hold in

10, can high-spin states emerge, and, if so, what is the dispersion 1ike?

What happens when there are more than one hole?

2. Method

We have obtained the wavefunctions as well as eigenenergies for the ground state and

low-lying excited states for finite 10 Hubbard systems by the direct diagonalization
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(Lanczos method). The dispersion is obtained by classifying the states by the total

spin, S,and the irreducible representation of Cnv of the 10 ring. Comparison with the

Bethe-ansatz solution is also m&de.

3. Resu Its

We have first studied the half-filled band (five t spin and five ~ spin electrons

on the ten-site chain)for 0.01 <U <100. It is shown that des Cloizeaux-Pearson(dCP) mode

for U=oo continuously changes into single-particle excitations across the Fermi level

for the U-+O fermion syste~

If we turn to one-hole system (five t spin and four ~ spin electrons on the ten-si te

chain), the lowest dispersion comprises the dCP mode and another branch with complex

roots in the Bethe-ansatz language. For large U, the dispersion comprises 2tcos(k/N)

branch (N:number of electrons), as is pointed out for the U=oo case (Doucot and Wen

1989).

For two holes(four t spin and four ~ spin electrons for the ten-si te chain), the ground

state has S=l rather than 5=0. When the number of si tes corresponds to non-closed

shell (4Xinteger), 5=1 ground state emerges even for the half-filled band (Ogata and

Shiba 1990). This can be interpreted as a realization of a generalized Hund's coupling

in the k space in finite systems. This k-space Hund's coupling also applies to 20

systems. For large U, the dispersion considerably deviates from the 2tcos(k/N) behaviour

when there are more than one hole.

In summary, low-lying excitations in the half-filled and doped 10 Hubbard model exhibit

interesting behaviours.
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